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Executive Summary
The Bronx Charter School for Better Learning (BBL) is partnering with two schools, P.S. 111
Seton Falls Elementary School and C.S. 112 Bronxwood School for the purpose of sharing
BBL’s instructional practice through the introduction of BBL’s newly designed educational
app and manipulatives that are a central part of BBL’s math instruction. BBL is providing
both schools with free copies of complete versions of iCountBetter; training the partner
school teachers for the duration of the grant period and beyond, through workshops, team
and co-teaching and individualized or small group meetings, all of which provide the partner
school teachers with strategies to integrate and leverage a digital curriculum; and supplying
iPads sufficient to support use of the application in all of their Kindergarten, 1 st, 2nd and,
beginning in year two, 3rd grade classrooms.
ReLearning Curve conducted an evaluation of the dissemination project to determine if BBL is
meeting its program objectives. Data included classroom observations of students using
iCountBetter; surveys of partner school teachers; and an analysis of programmatic data that
documents app development, professional development frequency and teacher participation.
Program documentation indicates that BBL has adequately completed its scope of work proposed
for the first two years of the project. The iCountBetter app has undergone considerable
development over the first two years with 14 of the 15 rooms completed. Teachers used the
software in their classrooms this past year. While usage rates varied, most teachers did make
attempts to have all their students use the app at some point, while others were successful in
regularly integrating as one of their instructional strategies. Classroom observations findings
show that students were highly engaged with the app and enjoyed learning from it. While the
design of iCountBetter may be a bit more unfamiliar or complex in comparison to other
educational games, students were able to grasp how to use the app in a relatively short period
of time. The teachers responded very favorably to the PD that they received and are looking
forward to building on what they have learned. There is some evidence, based upon feedback
from the PD consultant, teacher logs and the teachers’ self-reports, that the professional
development provided by BBL has had an impact on teachers’ instruction.

Approaching next year, the teachers made suggestions for changes, such as adding a feature to
track student progress and more challenging levels. Changes in the app are underway and will
be ready for teachers in the fall of 2018.
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The Bronx Charter School for Better Learning
Charter School Dissemination Grant Evaluation 2017-2018
Section I: Introduction
Background on Participating Schools
The Bronx Charter School for Better Learning (BBL) is partnering with two schools, P.S.
111 Seton Falls Elementary School (PS 111) and C.S. 112 Bronxwood School (CS 112), for
the purpose of sharing BBL’s instructional practice through the introduction of BBL’s
newly designed educational app and manipulatives that are a central part of BBL’s math
instruction.
Both of the partnering schools serve students from the same, immediate geographic
area. PS 111 Seton Falls shares a campus with BBL and currently seven of BBL’s classes
are housed in the main PS 111 building. BBL has previously partnered with PS 111,
providing some of its teachers and administrators with an initial introduction to Visible
and Tangible Mathematics. PS 111 has lagged behind state, city and local District 11
mathematics achievement over the past several years and CS 112 has been designated a
Priority School. At the beginning of the 2017 to 2018 school year, a new principal took
over leadership of CS 112.
To fulfill its partnership obligations, BBL is: (a) providing both schools with free copies of
complete versions of iCountBetter; (b) training the partner school teachers for the
duration of the grant period and beyond, through workshops, team and co-teaching and
individualized or small group meetings, all of which provide the partner school teachers
with strategies to integrate and leverage a digital curriculum; and (c) supplying iPads
sufficient to support use of the application in all of their Kindergarten, 1 st, 2nd and,
beginning in year two, 3rd grade classrooms.
BBL has engaged the services of ReLearning Curve (RLC) to conduct the evaluation of the
dissemination project. To determine if BBL is meeting its program objectives, RLC has
collected and analyzed quantitative and qualitative data from the first two years of the
project. For 2017 to 2018, these data include: classroom observations of students using
the iCountBetter app; surveys of partner school teachers; and programmatic data that
document app development, frequency of professional development offered, teacher
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participation, etc. Academic data are not included in this report since the New York State
Assessment results have not yet been publicly released. Findings from year two
(September 1, 2017 to August 31, 2018) are reported below.

Project Scope and Work Completed
The scope of BBL’s dissemination project for year two consisted of the completion of five major
activities:
1. Upgrade iCountBetter on all iPads and conduct summer training of teachers in partner schools,
focusing on the new version and the use of Cuisenaire rods to leverage learning benefits of the
app.
2. Conduct on-going training, including inter-class visits (and partner school teachers), on-site
coaching (BBL PD), observing and team teaching, reviews of lesson plans and lesson reflections.
3. Collect, analyze and utilize data on use, best practices and teacher feedback regarding
iCountBetter, with heavy reliance on external evaluator.
4. Complete Stage 3 of iCountBetter, incorporating into the final design what is learned from the
data gathered.

Overall, BBL completed their proposed scope of activities by the end of July, 2018.
 A total of 145 iPads and accessories were purchased, installed with the most up-to-date
version of iCountBetter, and distributed to participating grade teachers, including the
newly participating staff in grade 3, in P.S. 111 and C.S. 112 during the last week of
November and the first week of December, 2017. BBL also equipped the iPads with
other educational software that was requested by the participating teachers. These
included ABCya Games, World's Worst Pet (vocabulary), Door 24 Plus, Go Math! Daily
(grade K – 2), GO Math! GO, i-Ready for Students, myON, and BBL’s spelling app,
iSpellBetter. None of the partner school teachers had accepted an invitation to
participate in BBL’s summer training sessions; however, in the initial November and
December trainings, they welcomed a focus on the newly incorporated components of
iCountBetter.
 From November, 2017 through June, 2018, BBL provided the participating teachers in
the two partner schools with regular professional development on integrating digital
learning and using iCountBetter as an instructional tool. Both schools were provided
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with three in-service sessions. PS 111 also received four additional days of classroom
visitation sessions or grade level group training; and CS 112 received one additional day.
Teachers were less open to classroom visitations in CS 112. The BBL PD team
encountered some scheduling challenges when setting up individualized meetings and
classroom visits with some of the teachers, which prevented them from conducting
more classroom visits. Inclement weather over the winter months also affected
attendance at PD trainings, and BBL had to reschedule professional development with
teachers.
 The external evaluator conducted observations of 22 classrooms (19 in the partner
schools and 3 in BBL) to document user experience of the iCountBetter software. The
findings were provided to the BBL design team. Teacher feedback was solicited during
every professional development opportunity through surveys and logs to collect data on
how teachers were using the app, features that worked well, and areas they would like
to see changed or added.
 As of July 31, 2018, 14 of the 15 “rooms” in the app were completed and in use. The
one remaining section, the “Cardinals” room on the most difficult level, along with an
on-line tracking/reporting system, has been postponed until the 3rd year of the grant,
due to fiscal and programming constraints. Further refinements of the existing
segments, based on teacher, consultant and independent evaluator observations and
recommendations, are already underway and will be incorporated into the newest build
and in partner school teachers’ hands by early October.

Section II: Progress Toward Meeting Goals
Academic Achievement Goal
The overall goal of the BBL Charter School Dissemination Project is to increase student
achievement in mathematics in 3rd and 4th grades in both partner schools. The
measurable objective to determine if that goal has been met is that in school year 20172018, the second year of the grant period, the percentage of students in 3 rd grade who
achieve a level 3 or 4 on the New York State Mathematics Assessment, will exceed, by at
least 5 points, the passing percentage rates achieved by their 3 rd graders in the previous
year, both at PS 111 and CS 112. Since New York State student assessment data are not
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currently, publicly available, that goal cannot be evaluated at the time of the writing of
this report.
An examination of the program’s shorter term, implementation outcomes provides a
basis for determining if the project is on track to attain its longer term student
achievement goals. It also provides information on the extent to which the program was
implemented as intended, and therefore be attributable to any student outcomes. The
implementation outcomes leading to the overall goals are depicted below.

Partner schools have high quality
online learning resources.
.

Partner school teachers have
effective strategies to integrate
and leverage digital curriculum.

Students in partner
schools that integrate
online learning will
improve academic
achievement.

Outcome 1: Partner Schools Have High Quality Online Learning
Resources
Significant progress has been made in attaining this outcome.
Early in 2018, a fully functional version of the iCountBetter software was ready for use by the
teachers in the two partner schools and their students. Fourteen of the 15 “rooms” in the app
were completed for use. The one remaining section, the “Cardinals” room on the most difficult
level, along with an on-line tracking/reporting system has been postponed for development in
year three.
Over the second year of the project, BBL continued to provide the partner schools with full sets
of iPads and software for all participating teachers in grade K through 2. In addition, at the
request of the administrators in the partner schools in year one, BBL extended those resources
to the third grade teachers, as well. BBL continued to maintain the iPads with other high
quality educational software, in additional to iCountBetter. The participating teachers,
particularly those in C.S. 112 had requested additional software to be included on the iPads.
Installing additional software and supporting teachers in its use had several potential benefits.
It promoted teacher buy-in and increased teachers’ overall usage of the iPad for instruction.
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Having more iPad software could increase teachers’ motivation to incorporate this technology
into their regular instructional routines, thus increasing their use of iCountBetter, as well.
BBL’s iCountBetter design team continued to solicit teachers to identify any issues or glitches
with the app, as well as wishlist items, to inform the design features that would be included at
subsequent stages. Teachers took multiple opportunities to share their views, including surveys,
logs, and in-person meetings. In one classroom of fourth graders, the teacher also invited the
students themselves to share their ideas with the designer.
In March of 2018, the external evaluator conducted 22 observations (11 at P.S. 111, 8 at C.S.
112 and 3 at BBL) of grade K to 3 classrooms to determine how students were using the
iCountBetter app. The evaluator documented any technical issues with the app (e.g., freezing or
lagging) as well as the students’ overall experience. Using a structured observation instrument,
11 aspects of students’ app use were recorded (see table below). Typically, between three and
five students were using the software in each classroom observed. The chart below represents
each classroom and the representation of student responses to the software using the
categories of all, most, some/few, or none.

Observations of Students' iCountBetter Use
4

Students expressed pleasure at their progress.

4

14

Students were off task, not focused on app

3

19

Students collaborated with/assisted peers.

3

19

Students asked questions or sought assistance.

11
7

Students were frustrated with the app.

1

17
5

2

3

19
9

Students were enthusiastic about the app.

1

13

3

Students were bored and uninterested.

Students could navigate app independently

15

4

Students required minimum guidance to play…
Students required a great deal of direction

20

10

4

Students were engaged with app

3

14

20%

40%

Most
Some or Few
None

2

20
0%

All

11
60%

80%

100%

Number and Percentage of Classrooms

Engagement
Overall, students showed a high level of engagement with the iCountBetter app. In only one
instance did a student indicate that he was bored and did not want to use it. There were rarely
any occurrences of students being disruptive, or being off-task during the observation period. In
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most cases, students appeared quietly content to enthusiastic playing the games. In one
classroom students clearly preferred using iCountBetter to the iLearn programs on their
laptops. Some teachers indicated that students were aware of when it was supposed to be their
time to use the app, and if they missed their time they would protest. In a few cases, students
switched from iCountBetter to another academic app, like Montessori numbers.
Enjoyment
Students take tests to master topic and levels on the iCountBetter app. They generally
expressed pleasure at the progress they made, when they understood a new concept, and
particularly when they passed all the tests to get to the next level. Some were very vocal
whenever they passed a test or moved to the next level. Others were quieter but would tell the
students around them whenever they made progress.
Students showed very little frustration with using the app. Students who were unsuccessful in
trying to master the content of a specific test would either go back to practice, or switch to
different content. Sometimes there were glitches, with screens freezing and interfering with
students’ game play. Some were related to the app (of which the developers were aware) but
sometimes they seemed to be related to connectivity issues. Students expressed a little
disappointment when the app froze and they had to start over from the middle of a test,
especially when they did not know how to sign on. Still, in most cases. they continued to play.
In some instances, the audio on the iPads was not working correctly or the class was too noisy
for students to hear the directions accurately, which led to the students’ making errors.
Generally speaking, students did not show much annoyance with using the app, even when
there were glitches or in cases where they were stuck on a level and could not master a test. At
no time were students observed to quit play during the period as a result of their frustration or
boredom.
Self-Direction and Independence with Using App
One important feature of educational software is that students should be able to use them
independently. This is especially true for iCountBetter, since self-directed learning is the
foundation for its design. Students’ ability to log into the app varied. Overall, older students
had less difficulty remembering or knowing where to find their passwords and younger
students needed more help from their teachers; however, this problem was mitigated by the
strategies adopted by teachers to manage passwords. BBL Kindergarten students were able to
independently log into their accounts, because their passwords were easy to remember. In
some cases, teachers used the app infrequently so that even the older students could not
remember their passwords, and there did not seem to be an easy way to locate them. Assigning
students simple passwords in a systematic way would likely resolve this issue (as opposed to
having students set their own passwords), and this practice was encouraged by the BBL PD
team. The students who could not log on played the game from the beginning without saving
their progress.
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Students’ ability to navigate as well as to play iCountBetter differed by their amount of
exposure to the app. Students who had prior exposure were able to easily navigate and play.
Brand new or infrequent users appeared to not understand some of the navigational features.
One common issue was that students did not seem to realize that they needed to complete
three or four tests to move up a level. In some cases, students did not seem to realize they
needed to navigate back to the hallway or schoolhouse in order to go to the next level, and
instead would repeat the same test. Some students did not seem to understand what the demo
was. They tried to play the game while the demo was going instead of watching it, and stated
that they had gotten the answer correct even though they were in the demo mode. Once
students started to get familiar with the app their knowledge of and independence with
navigating increased dramatically. Students were observed from having little understanding to
being fairly independent users within 15 minutes of play (with some adult guidance to get
started).
There were differences among the iCountBetter games within each level. As students moved to
the next level, their understanding of how to play one aspect of the game did not necessarily
translate to another. Once students understood about leveling, some would try to skip to the
next test without looking at the demo, explore, or practice sections of the app. This seemed to
work fine if students failed the test and then would look at the instructional sections. But in
some cases, students would adopt less strategic ways of solving the math problems, and still
get the correct answers. For example, students who skipped the practice or demo section did
not realize that they could group random dots into arrays of 10, and would count them
individually. They would get the correct answer, but it would take them more time and they
missed the strategy which was counting by 10s. This was especially the case for the Ordinal
games, which students had the most difficulty with and were not particularly intuitive.
In designing iCountBetter, the BBL design team purposively did not include direct instructions
to the students for each level and component. The app was intentionally developed to allow
students to explore and discover on their own. That approach is consistent with BBL’s
instructional philosophy and is a unique feature of the software. With a little experience,
students were able to successfully play the iCountBetter games independently. At the same
time, students and teachers are not accustomed to this type of format. Students with little
familiarity with the app made a great deal of independent progress with minimal adult
guidance. It might be helpful for teachers to have some tips on how to guide student
engagement with iCountBetter. Those tips are being integrated in the next version of the app.
Collaboration with Other Students
During the observations students using the iCountBetter app typically sat in a group. In very few
instances (i.e., three) were students observed working together on solving on problems, asking
for help from another student, or providing assistance to another student using the app. This
may be more of a function of school or classroom culture than the softwaare. In two of three
cases where one student worked with other students who had come up with a problem, they
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were in BBL classroom. While students in most classrooms accepted and sought assistance
from the adults present, BBL students sought and provided help to their peers, even when an
adult was present who could have assisted them. Only three BBL classrooms were observed
and 2 out of 3 observations showed students working together, versus 1 out 19 in the
partnering schools.
Future Development
The BBL design and PD team collected feedback from the external evaluator, teachers, and
students to inform the modification of iCountBetter. Those recommendations included a way to
track student progress, and tweaking some of the games, including new verbal prompts or tips,
here and there. Teachers and students looked forward to the next generation of the math app
that would go beyond counting and include more complex mathematical concepts.

Outcome 2: Partner School Teachers Have Effective Strategies to
Integrate and Leverage Digital Curriculum
Significant progress has been made in attaining this outcome.
To start off year two, in November and December of 2017 BBL provided professional
development sessions to 36 K to 3rd grade teachers and administrators from CS 112 and PS 111.
These sessions covered a review of the updates to iCountBetter and a brief review of the other
new apps that had been installed on the iPads. During the training, iPads were distributed to
the teachers along with usage logs so they would be able to track their students’ frequency of
use of iCountBetter throughout the school year.
In January and February of 2018, the professional development consultant met with teachers
individually or in small groups from the partner schools to provide face-to-face support in using
the app. PS 111 received four days of classroom visitation sessions or grade level group training;
and CS 112 received one additional day. The PD consultant met with nine teachers in grades K
to 3. These sessions primarily focused on helping the teachers to understand how to use
iCountBetter in the classroom and integrate it as a regular part of instruction. Teachers’
comfort level varied a great deal at the outset of the classroom visitations. For example, one
teacher was described by the PD consultant as exemplary in her scheduling, peer-driven
troubleshooting and regular use of iCountBetter and the iPads with the students. At the same time one
of her peers “expressed challenges with scheduling approximately 30 students so that each one has
weekly access.” Several of the teachers continued to have difficulty setting up accounts for
students, until the consultant explained a simple way to accomplish this (i.e., using the same
login question and response for all). The PD consultant covered technical aspects of using the
app, such as how navigation, then demonstrated to teachers how to use the “explore” and
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“demo” features as mini-lessons, that the students could then follow up with practice and tests.
The PD consultant indicated that the teachers responded well and were much more confident
in preparing and using iCountBetter after several visits.
Teachers felt much more comfortable navigating the apps… With the detailed knowledge and
hands-on exploration of iCountBetter and other math apps, teachers were more at ease for the
next time they interact with students using the iPads… Teachers had a better sense of how to
incorporate the apps and iPads into their lesson planning; all teachers responded well to the
“bite-sized” mini-lessons suggestion.

During the month of March 2018, BBL provided small and large group training for the K through
3rd grade teachers at both schools. The professional development session focused on the
updates to iCountBetter as well as how to increase usage. Teachers were also reminded to
track usage and their logs were collected from December, and they received new ones.
Teachers responded positively to the sessions. All 30 agreed that the session provided them
with an update on the iCountBetter (16 strongly agreed) and that the presenters welcomed
questions and provided useful answers (25 strongly agreed).

Session provided update on newest
version of iCountBetter
16

14

Agree

9

Strongly agree
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The presenter welcomed questions and
provided helpful answers
25

5

Agree

Strongly agree

The BBL PD team provided wrap-up sessions with all partner school teachers early in June.
During these sessions the facilitator provided an update on the upcoming version of
iCountBetter, collected the teachers’ student usage tracking logs, and conducted a survey to
assess their views of the effectiveness of the software (these findings are reported in the next
section).

Early Impacts of the Implementation of Partnership
As part of the professional development sessions in November and December, teachers were
given logs to track the number of students using iCountBetter and how frequently they used it,
on average. A total of 29 teachers, 21 from PS 111 and 8 CS 112 teachers, tracked their classroom
usage of iCountBetter from December, 2017 through June, 2018.
Based on the tracking logs, teacher use of the app peaked around March of 2018, around the
same time as the mid-year check in.
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Total Number of Teachers Tracking Log Use Per Week
30
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10
5

PS 111

CS 112
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7-May

30-Apr

23-Apr

16-Apr

9-Apr

2-Apr

26-Mar

19-Mar

12-Mar
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26-Feb

19-Feb
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5-Feb

29-Jan
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15-Jan

8-Jan

1-Jan

25-Dec
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11-Dec

4-Dec

0

Total

In both schools the average numbers of students using the app varied, especially during the
initial period. Over time there is a more consistent pattern of student use, again starting in
March of 2018.

Average Number of Students Using App Per Week

Average All

Average PS 111

4-Jun

28-May

21-May

14-May

7-May

30-Apr

23-Apr

16-Apr

9-Apr

2-Apr

26-Mar

19-Mar
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5-Mar

26-Feb

19-Feb

12-Feb

5-Feb

29-Jan

22-Jan

15-Jan

8-Jan

1-Jan

25-Dec

18-Dec

11-Dec

4-Dec

18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6

Average CS 112

The average amount of time the students used iCountBetter also varied across the school year.
Students spent the most time using the app in March and April of 2018.
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Average Number of Minutes Students Used App Per Week
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In June of 2018, BBL staff held wrap-up sessions for the teachers in the two partners schools. As
part of that session, teachers reported how they felt the use of the iCountBetter app had
helped their students to learn their school mathematics curriculum.
A total of 34 teachers, 23 from PS 111 and 11 from CS 112, completed a brief end-of-year
survey. The teachers had taught in grades K through 3, and included ICT and special education
classrooms. The majority of teachers (20 of 34) felt that the app had helped most of their
students learn math; and the remaining teachers, who had responded, felt that it had helped at
lease a few. Although the app was originally designed for students in the lower grades, there
were no marked differences by grade level in the teachers’ responses. Teachers in the lower
grades did not think the app was more helpful than did those in the higher grades.

Did iCountBetter support students learning your
school's math curriculum?
25

20

20
15

11

10
3

5
0
Probably helped a few

Probably helped most

No response

A couple of the teachers commented that using iCountBetter had an impact on their lower
achieving students or those who struggled with understanding math. Another commented that
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it had the most learning impact on those students who used in consistently. Teachers also
commented on what they felt was helpful about the app. They specifically mentioned number
recognition and understanding place value.
It gave them good visuals for them to better understand certain concepts.
I felt that it helped in place value, pattern recognition with 5, 10, 20, and number recognition.

Some teachers commented that the app was fun and engaging for their students.
Students liked the structure of the app because it was like levels in a game.
It helped them in a fun way.
Students enjoyed exploring the different doors and felt proud completing tests.
My students really enjoy the app.
A few teachers made comments on components they would recommend be changed. They felt some
aspects of the app were confusing.
Place value- the flashing number part is difficult.
"Some were unsure at times where to go or options when they are in the "Test Me.”
Base ten blocks is confusing. [It needs a] better Demo on that answer.
In terms of new development, the teachers requested expanding the content, higher levels that are
more challenging, and the ability to track student progress.
Some students were more advanced and needed more difficult levels.
Need access to see what the students’ scores are and know how long it takes.
I look forward to seeing the progress of this app. I would like to see other topics in our
curriculum.

Overall, findings from the teachers logs demonstrate that more students used the iCountBetter
app during year two, and have used it more consistently than in year one. At the same time,
there is still a great deal of variation with regard to teachers’ regular, consistent usage of the
app. Most teachers felt positive about the app and all but one felt that it was helping at least
some of their students. Teachers also requested more challenging future versions to address
the needs of their higher performing students. Considering that this app was designed for early
childhood, it would make sense that some of the higher performing students in grade 3 would
not necessarily get as much out of it, or would get through it faster and be interested in doing
more.
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Section III: Conclusions
Information obtained from teachers and BBL’s PD staff indicate that BBL has made significant
progress toward reaching their overall goals for their Dissemination Project. The iCountBetter
app has undergone considerable development and teachers were able to use it in their
classrooms this past year. While usage rates varied, most teachers did attempt to have students
use the app, while others were successful in regularly integrating it as one of their instructional
strategies. Classroom observations findings show that students were highly engaged with the
app and enjoyed learning from it. While the design of iCountBetter may be a bit more
unfamiliar or complex in comparison to other educational games, students were able to grasp
how to use the app in a relatively short period of time. The teachers responded very favorably
to the PD that they received and are looking forward to building on what they have learned.
There is some evidence based upon feedback from the PD consultant, teacher logs and the
teachers’ self-reports that the PD has had an impact on teachers’ instruction.
Approaching next year, the teachers made suggestions for changes, such as adding a feature to
track student progress and more challenging levels. Changes in the app are underway and will
be ready for teachers in the fall of 2018.
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